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HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker
than this where possible. Brand New Book. The unique Japanese cartoon style known as manga,
with its exaggerated stylistic characters and vivid colors, has caught the attention of America. Now,
with the advent of digital tools like Photoshop and Painter, manga artists have discovered new
ways of bringing their artwork to life and onto the computer -- with astounding results! This
complete guide presents a wealth of information by exploring the digital possibilities of creating
manga-style artwork. It details the entire process, from initial rough sketches, to the finished color
image, with in-depth instructions and illustrations that demonstrate the intricacies of each
technique. It also deals with a variety of inking and coloring styles.revealing the secrets of how to
achieve smooth, highly detailed line art directly on screen, how to recreate the appearance of
traditional animation with cel-art techniques, and how to achieve a soft, dreamy, or traditional look
with airbrush, watercolor, and painting tools. It also explains how custom backgrounds, special
effects, and the use of filters can add the finishing...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like the way the
blogger write this pdf.
-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.
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